Ist Annual Conference of the Mission Appeals Tribunal

International Administrative Tribunals and the MAT: Problems and Perspectives

8 March 2024
IRISS-CNR | Via G. Sanfelice n° 8, Naples
Conference room | Sixth floor

Programme

09:30 – 10:00 | Opening and Welcome Remarks
Massimo Clemente | CNR-IRISS Director
Teresa Bravo | MAT President
Svetlana Zasova | MAT Vice-President

10:00 – 11:30 | General Problems of International Administrative Law (1st session)
Chair: Marco Fasciglione | MAT Judge
The Concept of Administrative Decision – Agnieszka Milart | former UNDT Judge
Implicit Administrative Decisions – Teresa Bravo | MAT President
Access to Justice and Role of the International Administrative Tribunals, in Particular in the Framework of the ECHR – Guido Raimondi | University LIUSS Guido Carl, Rome; Former President, European Court of Human Rights; Emeritus President, Social Chamber of the Italian Court of Cassation

11.30-11.45 | Coffee

11.45-13.00 | General Problems of International Administrative Law (2nd session)
Chair: Giulio Bartolini | MAT Judge and Full Professor of International Law, Roma Tre University
Sources of International Administrative Law: The Application of Human Rights by International Administrative Tribunals – Daniel Peat | Law Professor, Leiden University
The Concept of General Principles of Law Within International Administrative Tribunals: The Specificity of NATO – Nikoleta Paraskevi Chalanouli | MAT Judge

13.00-14.30 | Lunch

14:30-15:30 | The Mission Appeals Tribunal and International Administrative Law (1st session)
Chair: Anne Verhelst | MAT Judge
The Establishment of the MAT (its Competence, Functions and Working Methods) in Light of the Experience of other IATs – Giulio Bartolini | MAT Judge and Full Professor of International Law, Roma Tre University
Rules of Procedure - A Focus on Specific Issues, Dimitrios Raikos | Professor of Administrative Law and Administrative Procedural Law, Thrace University, Law Faculty (Greece), President of the Administrative Court of Appeal of Athens, former UNAT Judge

15:30-15:45 | Coffee

15:45-17:45 | The Mission Appeals Tribunal and International Administrative Law (2nd session)
Chair: Natale Rampazzo | Director of Research, CNR-IRISS
Substantive and Procedural Aspects at the MAT’s Internal Law – Christine Plinant | MAT Judge and Gabriele Della Morte | MAT Judge
The Notion of Effective Remedies and the MAT – Svetlana Zasova | MAT Judge and Marco Fasciglione | MAT Judge

Conclusions and Final Remarks
Teresa Bravo | MAT President